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1) Which Business Processes should be automated? 

(Addition of New Concept) 
 

 Technology is the enabler of Business Process Automation (BPA). BPA offers many 

advantages to the business. But every business process is not a good fit for automation. 

Companies tend to automate those business processes that are time and resource-intensive 

operationally or those that are subject to human error. Following are the few examples of 

processes that are best suited to automation: 

a) Processes involving high-volume of tasks or repetitive tasks:  

Many  business processes such as making purchase orders involve high-volume of repetitive 

tasks.  

Automating these processes results in cost and work effort reductions. 

b) Processes requiring multiple people to execute tasks: 

A business process which requires multiple people to execute tasks often results in waiting 

time  that can lead to increase in costs.  

E.g. Help desk services. Automating these processes results in reduction of waiting time 

and in costs. 

c) Time-sensitive processes:  

Business process automation results in streamlined processes and faster turnaround times.  

The streamlined processes eliminate wasteful activities and focus on enhancing tasks that 

add value.  

Time-sensitive processes are best suited to automation. For example - online banking 

system, railway/aircraft operating and control systems etc. 

d) Processes involving need for compliance and audit trail:  

With business process automation, every detail of a particular process is recorded. These 

details can be used to demonstrate compliance during audits. For example- invoice issue 

to vendors. 

e) Processes having significant impact on other processes and systems:  

Some processes are cross-functional and have significant impact on other processes and 

systems.  

 In cross functional processes, different departments within the same company work hand 

in hand to achieve a common goal, 

 e.g., the marketing department may work with sales department. Automating these 

processes results in sharing information resources and improving the efficiency and 

effectiveness of business processes. 

 Ch 1 – Automated Business Processes 
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2) Challenges involved in Business Process Automation 

(Addition of New Concept) 
 

 Automated processes are susceptible to many challenges, some of them are discussed 

below: 

a) Automating Redundant Processes: 

Sometimes organizations start off an automation project by automating the processes they 

find suitable for automation without considering whether such processes are necessary and 

create value.  

In other cases, some business processes and tasks require high amount of tacit knowledge 

(that cannot be documented and transferred from one person to another) these processes 

are generally not good candidates for automation as these processes are hard to encode 

and automate. 

b) Defining Complex Processes:  

BPA requires reengineering of some business processes that requires significant amount of 

time to be allocated and spent at this stage.  

This requires a detailed understanding of the underlying business processes to develop an 

automated process. 

c) Staff Resistance: 

In most cases, human factor issues are the main obstacle to the acceptance of automated 

processes.  

Staff may see process automation as a way of reducing their decision-making power.  

This is due to the reason that with automated processes, the management has a greater 

visibility of the process and can make decisions that used to be made by the staff earlier.  

Moreover, the staff may perceive automated processes as threat to their jobs. 

d) Implementation Cost:  

The implementation of automated processes may be an expensive proposition in terms of 

acquisition/development cost of automated systems and special skills required to operate 

and maintain these systems. 

 

3) Types of Risks 

(Addition in Technology Risks) 
 

Technology Risk - 

 The dependence on technology in BPA for most of the key business processes has led to 

various challenges.  

 As Technology is taking new forms and transforming as well, the business processes and 

standards adapted by enterprises should consider these new set of IT risks and 
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challenges: 

i) Downtime due to technology failure:  

Information system facilities may become unavailable due to technical problems or 

equipment failure.  

A common example of this type failure is non-availability of system due to server failure. 
 

ii) Frequent changes or obsolescence of technology –  

Technology keeps on evolving and changing constantly and becomes obsolete very quickly. 

Hence, there is always a challenge that the investment in technology solutions unless 

properly planned may result in loss to bank due to risk of obsolescence. 
 

iii) Multiplicity and complexity of systems –  

The Technology architecture used for services could include multiple digital platforms and is 

quite complex. Hence, this requires the personnel to have knowledge about requisite 

technology skills or the management of the technology could be outsourced to a company 

having the relevant skill set. 
 

iv) Different types of controls for different types of technologies/systems –  

Deployment of technology gives rise to new types of risks which are explained later in this 

chapter. These risks need to be mitigated by relevant controls as applicable to the 

technology/information systems deployed. 
 

v) Proper alignment with business objectives and legal/regulatory requirements – 

Organizations must ensure that the systems implemented, cater to all the business objectives 

and needs, in addition to the legal/regulatory requirements envisaged. 
 

vi) Dependence on vendors due to outsourcing of IT services –  

In a systems environment, the organization requires staff with specialized domain skills to 

manage IT deployed. Hence, these services could be outsourced to vendors and there is 

heavy dependency on vendors and gives rise to vendor risks which should be managed by 

proper contracts, controls and monitoring. 
 

vii) Vendor related concentration risk –  

There may not be one but multiple vendors providing different services. For example, 

network, hardware, system software and application software services may be provided by 

different vendors or these services may be provided by a single vendor. Both these situations 

result in higher risks due to heavy dependence on vendors. 
 

viii) Segregation of Duties (SOD) –  

Organizations may have a highly-defined organization structure with clearly defined roles, 

authority and responsibility. The Segregation of Duties as per organization structure should 

be clearly mapped.  

This is a high-risk area since any SOD conflicts can be a potential vulnerability for fraudulent 

activities. For example, if a single employee can initiate, authorize and disburse a loan, the 

possibility of misuse cannot be ignored. 
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ix) External threats leading to cyber frauds/ crime –  

The system environment provides access to customers anytime, anywhere using internet. 

Hence, information system which was earlier accessible only within and to the employees is 

now exposed as it is open to be accessed by anyone from anywhere.  

Making the information available is business imperative but this is also fraught with risks of 

increased threats from hackers and others who could access the software to commit 

frauds/crime. 
 

x) Higher impact due to intentional or unintentional acts of internal employees –  

Employees in a technology environment are the weakest link in an enterprise. 
 

xi) New social engineering techniques employed to acquire confidential credentials – 

Fraudsters use new social engineering techniques such as socializing with employees and 

extracting information which is used unauthorized to commit frauds.  

For example: extracting information about passwords from staff acting as genuine customer 

and using it to commit frauds. 
 

xii) Need for governance processes to adequately manage technology & information security  

Controls in system should be implemented from macro and business perspective and not just 

from function and technology perspective.  

As Technology, has become key enabler for bank and is implemented across the 

organization, senior management should be involved in directing how technology is 

deployed in and approve appropriate policies. This requires governance process to 

implement security as required. 
 

xiii) Need to ensure continuity of business processes in the event of major exigencies –  

The high dependence on technology makes it imperative to ensure resilience to ensure that 

failure does not impact banking services. Hence, a documented business continuity plan with 

adequate technology and information systems should be planned, implemented and 

monitored. 

4) Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Framework 

(Addition in introduction of ERM) 
 

 ERM provides a framework for risk management which typically involves identifying events 

or circumstances relevant to the organization’s objectives (risks and opportunities), 

assessing them in terms of likelihood and magnitude of impact, determining a response 

strategy, and monitoring progress. Various potential threats to computer system affect the 

confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and computer system. For successful 

continuity of business, it is very essential to evaluate these potential threats and control 

them so as to minimize the impact of these threats to an acceptable level. By identifying 

and pro-actively addressing risks and opportunities, business enterprises protect and create 

value for their stakeholders, including owners, employees, customers, regulators, and 

society overall. 

 ERM is a risk-based approach, which includes the methods and processes used by  
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organizations to manage risks. ERM provides a framework for risk management which 

involves: 

 identifying potential threats or risks. 

 determining how big a threat or risk is, what could be its consequence, its impact, etc. 

 implementing controls to mitigate the risks. 

 

5) Key Provisions of IT Act (Addition of Following Sections) 

[Section 66F] Punishment for cyber terrorism 
 

1) Whoever – 

A. with intent to threaten the unity, integrity, security or sovereignty of India or to strike terror 

in the people or any section of the people by – 

i) denying or cause the denial of access to any person authorized to access computer 

resource; or 

ii) attempting to penetrate or access a computer resource without authorization or 

exceeding authorized access; or 

iii) introducing or causing to introduce any computer contaminant, 

and by means of such conduct causes or is likely to cause death or injuries to persons or damage 

to or destruction of property or disrupts or knowing that it is likely to cause damage or disruption 

of supplies or services essential to the life of the community or adversely affect the critical 

information infrastructure specified under section 70; or 

B. knowingly or intentionally penetrates or accesses a computer resource without 

authorization or exceeding authorized access, and by means of such conduct obtains access 

to information, data or computer database that is restricted for reasons of the security of the 

State or foreign relations; or any restricted information, data or computer database, with 

reasons to believe that such information, data or computer database so obtained may be 

used to cause or likely to cause injury to the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India, 

the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or 

morality, or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to an offence, or to 

the advantage of any foreign nation, group of individuals or otherwise, commits the offence 

of cyber terrorism. 

2) Whoever commits or conspires to commit cyber terrorism shall be punishable with 

imprisonment which may extend to imprisonment for life. 
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[Section 67] Punishment for publishing or transmitting obscene material in electronic 

form 

 Whoever publishes or transmits or causes to be published or transmitted in the electronic 

form, any material which is lascivious or appeals to the prurient interest or if its effect is 

such as to tend to deprave and corrupt persons who are likely, having regard to all relevant 

circumstances, to read, see or hear the matter contained or embodied in it, shall be 

punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may 

extend to three years and with fine which may extend to five lakh rupees and in the event 

of a second or subsequent conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term 

which may extend to five years and also with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees. 

[Section 67A] Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material containing sexually 

explicit act, etc. in electronic form 

 Whoever publishes or transmits or causes to be published or transmitted in the electronic 

form any material which contains sexually explicit act or conduct shall be punished on first 

conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to five 

years and with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees and in the event of second or 

subsequent conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may 

extend to seven years and also with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees. 

[Section 67B] Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material depicting children 

in sexually explicit act, etc. in electronic form 

 Whoever, - 

a) publishes or transmits or causes to be published or transmitted material in any electronic 

form which depicts children engaged in sexually explicit act or conduct; or 

b) creates text or digital images, collects, seeks, browses, downloads, advertises, promotes, 

exchanges or distributes material in any electronic form depicting children in obscene or 

indecent or sexually explicit manner; or cultivates, entices or induces children to online 

relationship with one or more children for and on sexually explicit act or in a manner that 

may offend a reasonable adult on the computer resource; or 

c) facilitates abusing children online; or 

d) records in any electronic form own abuse or that of others pertaining to sexually explicit act 

with children, shall be punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either description 

for a term which may extend to five years and with a fine which may extend to ten lakh 

rupees and in the event of second or subsequent conviction with imprisonment of either 

description for a term which may extend to seven years and also with fine which may extend 

to ten lakh rupees: 

 PROVIDED that provisions of Section 67, Section 67A and this section does not extend to any 

book, pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting representation or figure in electronic 
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form – 

i) the publication of which is proved to be justified as being for the public good on the ground 

that such book, pamphlet, paper writing, drawing, painting, representation or figure is in 

the interest of science, literature, art or learning or other objects of general concern; or 

ii) which is kept or used for bona fide heritage or religious purposes. 

 Explanation - 

For the purposes of this section, "children" means a person who has not completed the age 

of 18 years. 
 

6) Privacy of Online Data 
(Addition of New Point) 

 When people access the Web, they often entrust vital personal information such as their 

name, address, credit card number, etc. to their Internet Service Providers and to the 

websites they accessed.  

 This information may fall into wrong hands and may be used for illegitimate purposes. 

  The organizations that collect and manage the personal information of people must also 

protect it against misuse.  

 The collection of personal information by an organization is an important issue related to 

the privacy of online data.  

 Multi-national companies often receive information in one country and process this 

information in some other country where privacy laws are altogether different. Therefore, 

in a globalized world it becomes very challenging for these companies to ensure uniform 

standards of privacy. 

 The main principles on data protection and privacy enumerated under the IT Act, 2000 are 

as follows: 

 Defining ‘data’, ‘compute database’, ‘information’, ‘electronic form’, ‘originator’, 

‘addressee’ etc. 

 creating civil liability if any person accesses or secures access to computer, computer 

system or computer network 

 creating criminal liability if any person accesses or secures access to computer, computer 

system or computer network 

 declaring any computer, computer system or computer network as a  protected system 

 imposing penalty for breach of confidentiality and privacy 

 setting up of hierarchy of regulatory authorities, namely adjudicating officers, the Cyber 

Regulations Appellate Tribunal etc. 
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7) Sensitive Personal Data Information (SPDI) 
(Addition in SPDI) 

 Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information 

Rules 2011 formed under Section 43A of the Information Technology Act 2000 define a 

data protection framework for the processing of digital data by Body Corporate Consent to 

collect: Rule 5(1) requires that Body Corporate should, prior to collection, obtain consent 

in writing through letter or fax or email from the provider of sensitive personal data 

regarding the use of that data. 

 In a context where services are delivered with little or no human interaction, data is 

collected through sensors, data is collected on a real time and regular basis, and data is 

used and re-used for multiple and differing purposes - it is not practical, and often not 

possible, for consent to be obtained through writing, letter, fax, or email for each instance 

of data collection and for each use. 

 Consent to Disclosure: Rule 6 provides that Disclosure of sensitive personal data or 

information by body corporate to any third party shall require prior permission from the 

provider of such information, who has provided such information under lawful contract or 

otherwise, unless such disclosure has been agreed to in the contract between the body 

corporate and provider of information, or where the disclosure is necessary for compliance 

of a legal obligation. 
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1) Types of Ledgers 

(Addition of examples in Ledgers) 

 The examples of Ledger account are as follows: 
a) Assets includes Cash, property plant and equipment, accounts receivable etc. 

b) Expense includes salary, insurance, utilities etc. 

c) Income includes sales, interest income, rent income and other operating income etc. 

d) Liabilities includes Debt/loans, accounts payable, outstanding expenses etc. 

2) Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems 

(Addition in ERP Systems) 

 Data Warehouse is a module that can be accessed by an organization’s customers, 

suppliers and employees.  

 It is a repository of an organization’s electronically stored centralized data. Data 

warehouses are designed to facilitate reporting and analysis.  

 This classic definition of the data warehouse focuses on data storage. 

 The process of transforming data into information and making it available to the user in a 

timely enough manner to make a difference is known as Data Warehousing. 

 The means to retrieve and analyze data, to extract, transform and load data, and to 

manage the data dictionary are also considered essential components of a data 

warehousing system 

3) Role Based Access Control (RBAC) in ERP System 

(Addition in RBAC in ERP system) 

It is used by most enterprises and can implement Mandatory Access Control (MAC) or 

Discretionary Access Control (DAC). 

 MAC criteria are defined by the system administrator, strictly enforced by the Operating 

System and are unable to be altered by end users.  

 Only users or devices with the required information security clearance can access protected 

resources.  

 A central authority regulates access rights based on multiple levels of security. 

Organizations with varying levels of data classification, like government and military 

institutions, typically use MAC to classify all end users. 

 Whereas, DAC involves physical or digital measures and is less restrictive than other access 

control systems as it offers individuals complete control over the resources they own. The 

owner of a protected system or resource sets policies defining who can access it. 

 Ch 2  - Financial & Accounting Systems 
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4) Inside the Data Analytics Process 

(Addition of New concept) 

 Data Analytics can also be separated into Quantitative Data Analysis and Qualitative Data 

Analysis. 

a) Quantitative Data Analysis: This involves analysis of numerical data with quantifiable 

variables that can be compared or measured statistically. 

b) Qualitative Data Analysis: The qualitative approach is more interpretive - it focuses on 

understanding the content of non-numerical data like text, images, audio and video, 

including common phrases, themes and points of view. 

 now, organizations increasingly use self-service BI tools that let executives, business 

analysts and operational workers run their own ad hoc queries and build reports 

themselves. More advanced types of Data Analytics include– 

 Data Mining  

which involves sorting through large data sets to identify trends, patterns and relationships; 

 Predictive Analytics, 

which seeks to predict customer behaviour, equipment failures & other future events; and 

 Machine Learning,  

an artificial intelligence technique that uses automated algorithms to churn through data 

sets more quickly than data scientists can do via conventional analytical modelling. 

 Data Analytics applications involve more than just analysing data.  

 Particularly on advanced analytics projects, much of the required work takes place upfront, 

in collecting, integrating and preparing data and then developing, testing and revising 

analytical models to ensure that they produce accurate results. In addition to data scientists 

and other data analysts, analytics teams often include data engineers, whose job is to help 

get data sets ready for analysis. 

A) Data Collection:  

 The analytics process starts with data collection, in which data scientists identify the 

information they need for an analytics application and then work on their own or with data 

engineers and IT staffers to assemble it for use.  

 Data from different source systems may need to be combined via data integration routines 

transformed into a common format and loaded into an analytics system, such as a Hadoop 

cluster, NoSQL database or data warehouse. 

 In other cases, the collection process may consist of pulling a relevant subset out of a stream 

of raw data that flows into, and moving it to a separate partition in the system so it can be 

analysed without affecting the overall data set. 

B) Find and Fix Data Quality Problem:  

 Once the data that’s needed is in place, the next step is to find and fix data quality problems 

that could affect the accuracy of analytics applications.  

 That includes running data profiling and data cleansing jobs to make sure that the 
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information in a data set is consistent and that errors and duplicate entries are eliminated. 

 At that point, the data analytics work begins in earnest. A data scientist builds an analytical 

model, using predictive modelling tools or other analytics software and programming 

languages such as Python, Scala, R and SQL. 

 The model is initially run against a partial data set to test its accuracy; typically, it’s then 

revised and tested again, a process known as “training” the model that continues until it 

functions as intended.  

 Finally, the model is run in production mode against the full data set, something that can 

be done once to address a specific information need or on an ongoing basis as the data is 

updated. 

C) Building Analytical Model:  

 In some cases, analytics applications can be set to automatically trigger business actions.  

 Otherwise, the last step in the data analytics process is communicating the results 

generated by analytical models to business executives and other end users to aid in their 

decision-making.  

 That usually is done with the help of data visualization techniques, which analytics teams 

use to create charts and other info graphics designed to make their findings easier to 

understand.  

 Data visualizations often are incorporated into BI dashboard applications that display data 

on a single screen and can be updated in real time as new information becomes available. 

 Some Application areas of Data Analytics are as follows: 

 Data Analytics initiatives support a wide variety of business uses. For example, banks and 

credit card companies analyse withdrawal and spending patterns to prevent fraud and 

identity theft. 

 E-commerce companies and marketing services providers do click stream analysis to 

identify website visitors who are more likely to buy a product or service based on navigation 

and page-viewing patterns. 

 Mobile network operators examine customer data to forecast so they can take steps to 

prevent defections to business rivals; to boost customer relationship management efforts. 

Other companies also engage in CRM analytics to segment customers for marketing 

campaigns and equip call center workers with up-to-date information about callers. 

 Healthcare organizations mine patient data to evaluate the effectiveness of treatments for 

cancer and other diseases. 
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1) Information Systems 

(Addition in steps of Information system model) 

a) Input:  
Data is collected from an organization or from external environments and converted into 
suitable format required for processing. 
 

b) Process:  
A process is a series of steps undertaken to achieve desired outcome or goal. Information 
Systems are becoming more and more integrated with organizational processes, bringing 
more productivity and better control to those processes. 
 

c) Output:  
The system processes the data by applying the appropriate procedure on it and the 
information thus produced is stored for future use or communicated to user. Three basic 
activities of an information system that are defined above, helps enterprise in making 
decisions, control operations, analyze problems and create new products or services as an 
output. 
 

d) Feedback:  
Apart from these activities, information system also needs feedback that is returned to 
appropriate members of the enterprises to help them to evaluate at the input stage. 

 

2) RAM Vs. ROM 

(Addition Difference between RAM & ROM) 

Aspect Random Access Memory (RAM) Read Only Memory (ROM) 

Data 
Retention 

Volatile in nature means 
Information is lost as soon as 
power is turned off. 

Non-volatile in nature (contents 
remain intact even in absence of 
power). 

Persistence The purpose is to hold program 
and data while they are in use. 

These are used to store small amount 
of information that is rarely changed 
during the life of the system for quick 
reference by CPU. For example 
– Basic Input/ Output System (BIOS). 

Information 
Access 

Information can be read as well 
as modified. 

Information can be read only and not 
modified. 

 Ch 3 - Information Systems & Its Components 
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Storage These are responsible for storing 
the instructions and data that the 
computer is using at that present 
moment, that is why it is a 
Temporary memory. 

These are generally used by 
manufacturers to store data and 
programs like translators that is used 
repeatedly, that is why it is a 
Permanent memory. 

Impact Volatile memory such as RAM has 
high impact on system's 
performance. 

Non-volatile memory has no impact 
on system's performance. 

Cost Volatile memory is costly per unit 
size. 

Non-volatile memory is cheap per 
unit size. 

Speed RAM speed is quite high. ROM speed is slower than RAM. 

Capacity RAM memory is large and high 
capacity. 

ROM is generally small and of low 
capacity. 

 

3) Cache Memory 

(Addition in Cache Memory) 

 Cache memory is a smaller, extremely fast memory type built into a computer’s Central 

Processing Unit (CPU) and that acts as a buffer between RAM and the CPU. Cache Memory 

stores copies of the data from the most frequently used main memory locations so that CPU 

can access it more rapidly than main memory. 

 The differences between Processer Registers and Cache Memory are provided below in the 

Table 3.3.2. 

Table 3.3.2: Processor Registers vs Cache Memory 
 

Processor Registers Cache Memory 

These are high speed memory 

units within CPU for storing 

small amount of   data (mostly 

32 or 64 bits). 

It is fast memory built into a computer’s used to 

reduce the average time to access data from the main 

memory. The data that is stored within a cache might 

be values that have been computed earlier or 

duplicates of original values that are stored elsewhere. 

The registers are the only 

things most processors can 

operate on directly. 

Cache memory is an interface between CPU and 

Main storage. It is not directly accessible for 

operations. 
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4) Primary Memory vs Secondary Memory 

(New differentiation added) 

Aspect Primary/Main Memory Secondary Memory 

Basic Primary memory is directly 
accessible by Processor/CPU. 

Secondary memory is not directly 
accessible by CPU. 

Data Instructions or data to be 
currently executed are copied 
to main memory. 

Data to be permanently stored is 
kept in secondary memory. 

Volatility Primary memory is usually 
volatile. 

Secondary memory is non- 
volatile. 

Formation Primary memories are made 
of semiconductors. 

Secondary memories are made of 
magnetic and optical material. 

Access 
Speed 

Accessing data from 
primary memory is faster. 

Accessing data from secondary 
memory is slower. 

Access Primary memory is 
accessed by the data bus. 

Secondary memory is accessed by 
input-output channels. 

Size The computer has a small 
primary memory. 

The computer has a larger 
secondary memory. 

Expense Primary memory is costlier 
than secondary memory. 

Secondary memory is cheaper than 
primary memory. 

Memory Primary memory is an 
internal memory. 

Secondary memory is an external 
memory. 

 

5) Secondary Memory 

(Addition in Secondary Memory) 

 With respect to CPU, the memory is organized as follows (as shown in l Fig. 3.3.4): 

 Registers are placed inside the CPU (small capacity, high cost, very high speed). 

 Cache memory is placed next in the hierarchy. 

 Primary memory is placed next in the hierarchy. 

 Secondary memory is the farthest from CPU (large capacity, low cost, low speed). 

 

           Fig. 3.3.4: Computer Memory hierarchy 

 

Processor 
Registers 

Cache 
Memory 

Primary 
Memory 

Secondary 
Memory 
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6) Differences b/w Database, Data Warehouse & Data Mining  

(New differentiation added) 

DATABASE DATA WAREHOUSE DATA MINING 

This stores real time 
information. 

Example: In a 
telecommunication 
sector, the database 
stores information 
related to monthly billing 
details, call records, 
minimum balance etc. 

This stores both the historic 
& transactional data. 

 

This analyses data to find 
previously unknown trends. 

Example: In the same 
telecommunication sector, 
information will be analysed 
by data mining techniques to 
find out call duration with 
respect a particular age group 
from the entire data available. 

Its function is to record. Data warehousing is the 
process of extracting & 
storing data to allow easier 
analysis & reporting 

Its function is to extract useful 
data. 

Examples include 
MySQL, MS Access. 

Examples include 
Teradata, Informatica. 

Examples include R-Language, 
Oracle data mining. 
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1) Difference between Traditional Commerce and E-Commerce 

(Addition in difference between Traditional Commerce and E-Commerce) 
 

BASE FOR  

COMPARISON 

 

TRADITIONAL COMMERCE 
 

E-COMMERCE 

Definition Traditional commerce includes all 

those activities which encourage 

exchange, of goods / services 

which are manual and non - 

electronic. 

E-Commerce means carrying out 

commercial transactions or 

exchange of information, 

electronically on the internet. 

Location It requires a marketplace to 
operate. Generally, it is 
preferred to set-up stores at 
locations where there is little 
competition and the location 
is convenient for both customers 
& the owners. For example, store 
might choose a mall location to 
gain access to all the traffic that 
flows through. 

It requires market-space. It is 
important that website should be 
highly visible and easy to find. 
Placement of links to the website is 
an important determinant of traffic 
for online model. For example, 
online model could choose to locate 
itself in a virtual mall, such as Yahoo 
shopping to gain access to all the 
traffic that flows through the mall. 

Size Type of items, size of items, and 
the number of customers 
influence the size of the store. 
Stores expecting heavy traffic 
need to choose a location with 
adequate parking and 
entrances and walkways large 
enough to accommodate such 
traffic. 

Size of business model is also 
influenced by products and 
customers. Online stores 
expecting heavy traffic need 
enough bandwidth, processing 
power, and data storage 
capacity to provide proper 
service to their customers. 
Performance of online stores is 
affected by the bandwidth 
capacity. 

Marketing Stores have a physical presence 
and are known to potential 
customers. They do not have to 
spend much to acquire new 
customers as compared to 
online companies. This is also 
called as One-way marketing. 

Have to invest more money, time 
and effort to acquire a new 
customer. They have to advertise 
their presence more aggressively on 
internet. This is also called as One-
to-one marketing 

Transaction 
Processing 

Manual Electronically 

 Ch 4 – E-commerce, M-commerce & Emerging Technology 
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Availability for 
commercial 

transactions 

For limited time. This time may 
be defined by law. Like special 
stores which may run 24 hours, 
but in general available for 
limited time. 

24×7×365 

Nature of 
purchase 

Goods can be inspected 
physically before purchase. 

Goods cannot be inspected 
physically before purchase. 

Customer 
interaction 

Face-to-face Screen-to-face 

Business Scope Limited to particular area Worldwide reach 

Information 
exchange 

No uniform platform for 
exchange of information. 

Provides a uniform platform for 
information exchange. 

Resource focus Supply side Demand side 

Payment Cash, cheque, credit card, etc. Credit card, fund transfer, Cash in 
Delivery, Payment Wallets, UPCI 
application etc. 

Delivery of 
goods 

Instantly Takes time, but now e-Commerce 
websites have created options of 
same day delivery, or delivery within 

4 hours. This option is restricted to 
number of cities as of now. 
AMAZON has already started 
delivery in United States of America 
through drones. 

Fraud Relatively lesser as there is 
personal interaction between the 
buyer and the seller. 

Lack of physical presence in markets 
and unclear legal issues give 
loopholes for frauds. 

Process Because of manual processing of 
business transactions; chances of 
clerical errors are high. 

Automated processing of business 
transactions minimizes the clerical 
errors. Manufacturers can have 
better inventory management. As 
they will always know what products 
customers are buying. They shall be 
able to maintain inventory on JIT 
(Just in Time) basis. 

Profit Impact The cost incurred on the 
middlemen, overhead, inventory 
and limited sales reduces the 
profit of the organization. 

By increasing sales, cutting cost and 
streamlining operating processes  

i) The profits margin of 
manufacturers is increased. 

ii) Manufacturers can sell their 
products at a greater discount to 
customers because they have 
fewer operational costs. 

iii) Customers get better prices. 
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2) Disadvantages of E-Business 

(New point added in Introduction to E-commerce) 

Following are the disadvantages of e-business: 
a) Internet Connection:  
 Internet connectivity is a pre-requisite to perform online transactions. Internet connectivity 

may not be available in rural or remote areas. Many people may not have Internet 

connectivity due to which they may not be able to do online transactions. 

b) High start-up costs:  

 The various components of costs involved with e- commerce are due to the following 

factors: 

i) Connection: Connection costs to the Internet (i.e., direct link or connection provider). 

ii) Hardware/software: This includes cost of sophisticated computer, modem, routers, etc. 

iii) Set up: This includes employee work hours involved in the processes of setting up the 

systems. 

iv) Maintenance: This includes costs involved in training of employees and maintenance of 

Web-pages. 

c) Legal issues:  

 Legal issues are significant impediment to conducting business on the Internet. It is almost 

uncertain to ascertain the legal issues that will start to pop up as business on Internet 

progresses.  

 Legal issues may also arise if customer-sensitive data fall into the hands of strangers.  

 The legal environment in which e-commerce is conducted is full of unclear and 

conflicting laws. 

d) Some business processes may never lend themselves to e-commerce: 

 Many items such as perishable foods and high-cost items such as jewellery and 

antiques may be impossible to adequately inspect from a remote location, 

regardless of technologies that are devised in the future. 

e) Cultural impediments to e-business:  

 Some customers are still somewhat fearful of sending their credit card numbers 

over the Internet.  

 Moreover, many customers are simply resistant to change and are uncomfortable 

viewing merchandise on a computer screen rather than in person. 

f) Security Concerns:  

 One of the biggest disadvantages of doing online business is the question of security.  

 Technical obstacles including issues related to security and reliability of network and 

internet are major concerns in online transactions.  

 There is always fear of safety and security to the personal information due to the 
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increased spywares and malwares being rampant on the internet. 

3) E-Commerce Business Models 

(Addition in Business Models for E-Commerce) 

Models Definition e-business 

markets 

Examples 

Business-to- 
Consumer 
(B2C) 

B2C is typically used to refer 
to online retailers who sell 
products and services to 
consumers through the 
Internet. Generally, this 
supports the activities within 
the consumer chain that 
focuses on sell-side 
activities. 

e-shops, 
e-malls, 
e-auctions, 
buyer 
aggregators
, portals etc. 

This may involve 

Direct Sellers like 

www.cisco.com; Online 
intermediaries like 

www.amazon.com; & 

Communities built around 
shared interests like 
photography, cooking etc. 
www.cookingmatters.com 

Business-to- 
Business 
(B2B) 

This supports the supply 
chain of organizations that 
involves commerce between 
a company and its suppliers 
or other partners. A website 
sells its products to an 
intermediate buyer who then 
sells the product to the final 
customer. 

e-auctions, 

e-
procurement, 
e-distribution, 
portals, 

e-marketing 
etc. 

A wholesaler places an 
order from a company's 
website & after receiving the 
consignment, sells the end-
product to the final 
customer who comes to buy 
the product at one of its 
retail. Example - 
www.indiamart.com 

Consumer- 
to-
Consumer 
(C2C) 

With C2C e-business model, 
consumers sell directly to 
other consumers via on-line 
classified ads and auctions, 
or by selling personal 
services and expertise on- 
line. C2C e-commerce 
allows unknown, untrusted 
parties to sell goods and 
services to one another. 
Consumer-to-consumer 
model facilitates plain and 
simple commerce between 
consumers. In this model, 
revenue streams are 
typically matching buyers 
with sellers and vice versa. 

e-auctions, 
virtual 
communities 
etc. 

A consumer selling his/her 
asset like residential 
property, cars, motorcycles 
etc. or rent a room by 
publishing their information 
on the relevant website. 
Example - www.eBay.com 

http://www.cisco.com/
http://www.amazon.com/
http://www.cookingmatters.com/
http://www.indiamart.com/
http://www.ebay.com/
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Consumer 
to Business 
(C2B) 

In this model, consumers set 
prices and companies bid to 
offer products and services. 

e-marketing, 
e-distribution 

The comparison of interest 
rates of personal loan/car 
loan provided by various 
banks via websites. The 
consumer places an 
estimate of amount he/she 
wants to spend on hiring a 
service for personal loan. A 
business organization who 
fulfills the consumer's 
requirement within the 
specified budget, 
approaches the customer 
and provides its services. 
Example- 
www.bankbazar.com 

Consumer to 
Government 
(C2G) 

This covers all the e- 
commerce transaction 
between consumers and 
government. 

e- marketing www. incometaxindia.gov.in 

Government 
to Consumer 
(G2C) 

This allows consumers to 
provide feedback or ask 
information about 
government authority from 
public sector. Consumers 
can reach higher authority 
without going around in 
cities. The aim is to reduce 
the average time for 
fulfilling citizen’s requests for 
various government services. 

e-marketing Services including land 
searches, confirmation of 
genuine licenses and 
vehicle ownership searches. 
Disputes such as non-
payment of tax or tax 
refunds are resolved 
through online support on 
the government platforms. 
Example – e-Seva (Andhra 
Pradesh) 

Business to 
Government 
(B2G) 

B2G model is a variant of 
B2B model. Such websites 
are used by governments to 
trade and exchange 
information with various 
business organizations. 

e-marketing Such websites are 
accredited by the 
government and provide a 
medium to businesses to 
submit application forms to 
the government. For 
example – Business pay 
taxes, file reports, or sell 
goods and services to 
Government agencies. 

 

 

 

http://www.bankbazar.com/
http://www/
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4) Guidelines & Laws Governing E-Commerce  

(Addition of new point - Trends in E-Commerce) 

Trends in E-Commerce 

 E-commerce business is expected to grow at a rapid pace. With the advancement in 

technology, such as smart phones and Apps, 7 This is due to the reason that competition 

in e-commerce is growing at a rapid pace and the customers have abundance of options 

to choose from. E-marketers will have to improve not only their product quality but will 

have to work on user experience to retain the customers. The latest trends in e-commerce 

are as follows: 

a) Content:  

 There is a great competition in e-commerce. A visually attractive website and 

interesting display of products on it is not just enough to stand out in customers’ 

memory.  

 The content of the web should be such which not only attracts the customers’ 

attention but also helps in engaging them. 

 The latest trend is using videos for content marketing to attract customers.  

 Shoppable videos for customers instead of using images and content would enable them 

to shop for products and services directly from videos. 

b) Social Commerce:  

 Social media these days is an integral part of almost every consumer’s online habits. The 

latest trend is the inclusion of e-commerce in social networks, such as Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube, etc. 

 More and more people these days are using smartphones because of their low-cost and 

low rates of data plans.  

 Social media platforms offer innovative methods to reach and showcase the best 

to offer. 

 Promotion of products on social media platforms is another trend. 

c) Mobile Commerce:  

 The user is moving from desktop to mobile computing. 55% of the online traffic is 

generated from mobile devices and still it is on the increase. Mobile marketing is an 

important e-commerce trend.  

 The creation of mobile application for e- commerce site is the latest trend to drive 

a large number of online shoppers who use mobile apps for online shopping. 

d) Biometrics:  

 E-commerce is a rapidly growing industry where the main concern for every 

retailer is to offer maximum comfort and security to the buyer.  

 Serious security issues such as hacking, spamming, online fraud and theft of confidential 

data are still holding back many online users from purchasing products online.  
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 Biometric verification is a recent e-commerce technology trends that measure the 

physical characteristics of users such as fingerprints, palm, face, or voice to solve 

security issues. With the use of biometrics, there will be no more stolen or forgotten 

password problem, also this enhanced security measures will make forging difficult for 

intruders. 

e) Artificial Intelligence:  

 Another trend in e-commerce is the use of Chatbot, a fully automated chat agent that will 

answer all the questions of consumers and act as a first point of contact.  

 Chatbots commonly known as messenger bots is a piece of software that can be 

used by a retailer to chat with customers via text or voice.  

 Well-designed chatbots can offer personalized assistances, enhance the user experience, 

process orders, track shipments, provide product suggestion, automates processes, and lot 

more.  

f) Predictive Analysis:  

 The use of predictive analysis tools is increasing to predict the online customers’ 

behavior.  

 These tools can help in analyzing customers’ behavior such as the customer who 

does not return within 30 days was lost. 

 By segmenting the customers in different categories, the company can optimize its e-mail 

communication in order to increase conversions by offering- 

 the right customer; 

 the right product ; 

 in the right way; and 

 at the right time. 

 

5) Different Types of Digital Payments 

(Addition in New Methods of Digital Payment) 
 

Mobile Banking:  
 

 It is a service provided by a bank or other financial institution that allows its customers 

to conduct different types of financial transactions remotely using a mobile device 

such as a mobile phone or tablet.  

 It uses software, usually called an app, provided by the banks or financial institution 

for the purpose.  

 Each Bank provides its own mobile banking App for Android, Windows and IOS mobile 

platform(s). 

Cryptocurrency:  
 

 Cryptocurrency is another electronic payment method that is steadily growing in 

popularity.  
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 Cryptocurrency is a digital currency produced by a public network, rather than any 

government, that uses cryptography to ensure that payments are sent and received safely.  

 A cryptocurrency is a medium of exchange wherein records of individual coin 

ownership are stored in a computerized database using strong cryptography. 

 Cryptocurrency is called so because all the data is ensured with strong cryptography. 

 The strong cryptography makes it almost impossible to counterfeit or double spend. 

 Cryptocurrency is completely decentralized, which means that there are no servers involved 

and no central controlling authority. 

 Cryptocurrency is a digital money which does not involve any physical coin.  

 Since it is all online, the user can transfer cryptocurrency to someone online without going 

to the bank.   

 It can be used for making quick payments without any transaction fees. 

 Cryptocurrency is stored in a digital wallet either on the computer or on other 

hardware.   

 The 1st cryptocurrency was Bitcoin which was launched in 2009. The other cryptocurrencies 

prevailing in the world today include Litecoin, Peercoin, Namecoin, as well as Ethereum. 

 

(Addition in Traditional Methods of Digital Payment)  

i) Cards:  

Cards are provided by banks to their account holders. These have been the most used 

digital payment modes till now. Various types of cards are as follows: 

a) Credit Cards:   

 A small plastic card issued by a bank, or issuer etc., allowing the holder to purchase goods 

or services on credit. It contains a unique number linked with an account. It has also a 

magnetic strip embedded in it which is used to read credit card via card readers.  In this 

mode of payment, the buyer’s cash flow is not immediately impacted.  User of the card 

makes payment to card issuer at end of billing cycle. Credit Card issuer charge customers 

per transactions / fixed amount as transaction fees. 

b) Debits Cards:  

 Debit card, is also a small plastic card with a unique number linked with bank account 

number. It is required to have a bank account before getting debit card from bank. It 

enables cardholder to pay for his/her purchases directly through his/her account. The  

major  difference between debit card and credit card is that in case of payment through 

debit card, amount gets deducted from card’s bank account immediately and  there  should  

be  sufficient  balance in bank account for  the  transaction  to  get  completed; whereas in 

case of credit card there is no such compulsion. 

c) Smart Card:  

 Smart card  is a prepaid card similar to credit card and debit card in appearance, but it 

has a small microprocessor chip embedded in it. 
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 It has capacity to store customer’s personal information such as financial facts, private 

encryption keys, credit card information, account information, and so on.  

 Moreover, these are not linked to any bank account. For this reason, smart card 

holder is not mandated to have a bank account. It is also used to store money which 

is reduced as per usage.  

 Mondex and Visa Cash cards are examples of smart cards.  

 The smart card holder has to load money onto the card by paying cash or through 

transfer from his/her bank account.  

 After loading the money onto the card, the cardholder can use the card to spend money 

up to  the limit of loaded amount in the same way as using a  credit or debit card. Once 

the loaded amount is spent, the cardholder may reload money onto the card. 

ii) Internet Banking:  

In this mode, the customers log to his / her bank account and makes payments.  All public 

sectors, large  private sector banks allow net banking facilities to their customers. 

 

6) Grid Computing Security 

(Addition in Grid Computing Security) 

 Grid computing is a highly collaborative and distributed computing model. Grid computing 

involves different interconnected domains with each domain consisting of its own 

computational, storage, and communication resources. Each domain is independently 

administrated and is free to deploy different technologies. 

 To develop security architecture, following constraints consideration from characteristics of 

grid environment and application. 

a) Secured Single Sign-on: 

 Most of the distributed computing systems use identity-based, username and 

password, authentication and authorization control for accessing a computing 

system.  

 To access resources from different administrative domains having different security 

mechanisms, the user needs to authenticate him/her to different domains.  

 This is a very irritating and time-consuming process. 

 To resolve this issue, a mechanism should be established in which a user authenticates 

once only (e.g., at the point of starting a computation) and they are be able to acquire 

resources, use them, and release them and to communicate  internally  without  any further 

authentication. 

b) Resource Management:  

 Grid resources are from different administrative domains that have their own local resource 

managers and a grid does not have full control of these resources.  
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c) Data Management:  

 The users’ data-intensive, high-performance computing applications in grid computing 

require the efficient management and transfer of huge data. Providing secure, efficient, 

and transparent access to distributed, heterogeneous pool of data is a big issue 

in grid computing. 

d) Management and Protection of Credentials:  

 The multiple different systems involved in grid computing require different credentials to 

access them. The credential management and protection of users’ credentials such as 

passwords are big issues involved in grid computing.  

e) Interoperability with local security solutions:  

 The grid security mechanism may provide access to different domains with a single sign-

on, the access to a local resource will typically be determined by a local security policy at a 

local level.  

 It is very difficult to modify every local resource to accommodate inter-domain accesses.. 

f) Standardization:  

 Grid computing as a highly integrated system involves multi-purpose protocols and 

interfaces to resolve the issues explained above. Standardizing these protocols and 

interfaces is a big issue in grid computing. 

g) Exportability:  

 The code should be exportable i.e. they cannot use a large amount of encryption at a time. 

There should be a minimum communication at a time. 

h) Support for secure group communication:  

 In a communication, there are number of processes which coordinate their activities.  

 This coordination must be secure and for this there is no such security policy. 

i) Support for multiple implementations:  

 There should be a security policy which should provide security to multiple sources based 

on public and private key cryptography. 

7) Cloud Computing 

(Addition of Pertinent Issues Related to Cloud Computing) 

As an emerging technology, cloud computing involves several issues. Some of the pertinent 

issues related to cloud computing are: 

a) Threshold Policy:  

 Quite often, this policy does not exist. The only legal document between the customer and 

service provider is the Service Level Agreement (SLA). 

 This document contains all the agreements between the customer and the service provider; 

it contains what the service provider is doing and is willing to do.  
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 However, there is no standard format for the SLA, and as such, there may be services not 

documented in the SLA that the customer may be requiring in future. 

 A carefully drafted threshold policy outlines what cloud computing service consumers and 

providers should do. It is important to consider how the cloud service provider will handle 

sudden increases or decreases in demand. How will unused resources be allocated? 

b) Interoperability: 

 If a company enters into a contract with one cloud computing vendor, it may find 

it difficult to change to another computing vendor that has proprietary APIs 

(application programming interfaces) and different formats for importing and 

exporting data.  

 Industry cloud computing standards do not exist for APIs or formats for importing/exporting 

data.  

 This creates problems of achieving interoperability of applications between two cloud 

computing vendors.  

c) Hidden Costs:  

 Such costs may include higher network charges for storage &  database 

applications, or latency issues for users who may be located far from cloud service 

providers. 

d) Unexpected Behaviour:  

 An application may perform well at the company’s internal data centre.  

 It does not necessarily imply that the application will perform the same way in the 

cloud. Therefore, it is essential to test its performance in the cloud for unexpected behavior.  

 This problem must be solved before obtaining services from the cloud. 

e) Security Issues:  

 Cloud computing infrastructures use new technologies and services, most which have not 

been fully evaluated with respect to security.  

 The important security issues with cloud computing are: the management of the data might 

not be fully trustworthy; the risk of malicious insider attacks in the cloud; and the failing of 

cloud services.  

 Maintaining confidentiality is one the major issues faced in cloud systems because 

information is stored at a remote location which can be accessed by the service provider. 

 Data confidentiality can be preserved by encrypting data.. 

f) Legal Issues:  

 Cloud systems need to adhere to several regulatory requirements, privacy laws and data 

security laws.  

 These laws vary from country to country and cloud users have no control over where their 

data is physically located. 
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g) Software Development in Cloud:  

 From the perspective of the application development, developers face the complexity of 

building secure applications that may be hosted in the cloud.  

 The speed at which applications will change in the cloud will affect both the System 

Development Life Cycle (SDLC) and security. 

 The project manager must keep in mind the applications should be upgraded 

frequently. For this, the project manager must ensure that their application 

development processes are flexible enough to keep up with the changes. 

h) Bugs in Large-Scale Distributed Systems:  

 One of the difficult challenges in Cloud Computing is removing errors in these very 

large scale distributed systems. 
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1) Technology Component of CBS 

(Addition in Technology Component of CBS) 
 

Before Amendment –  

 The software resides in a centralized application server which is in the Central Office Data 

Centre, so the application software is not available at the branch but can be accessed from 

the branches or online. 

 Along with database servers and other servers, an application server is located at the 

Central Data Centre. The CBS deployed by the Banks as a part of the CBS Project includes 

Data Centre (DC) and the Disaster Recovery Centre (DRC). 

 The key technology components of CBS are as follows: 

a) Database Environment 

b) Application Environment 

c) Web Environment 

d) Security solution 

e) Connectivity to the Corporate Network and the Internet 

f) Data Centre and Disaster Recovery Centre 

g) Network Solution architecture to provide total connectivity 

h) Enterprise Security architecture 

i) Branch and Delivery channel environment 

j) Online Transaction monitoring for fraud risk management 

After Amendment –  

 The software resides in a centralized application server which is in the Central Office Data 

Centre, so the application software is not available at the branch but can be accessed from 

the branches or online.  

 Along with database servers and other servers, an application server is located at the 

Central Data Centre. The CBS deployed by the Banks as a part of the CBS Project includes 

Data Centre (DC) and the Disaster Recovery Centre (DRC). With the introduction to core 

banking systems, a customer is not only having accessibility with the branch but to the 

bank. 

 The key technology components of CBS are as follows: 

a) Database Environment:  

 This consists of the centrally located database servers that store the data for all the branches 

of the bank which includes customer master data, interest rates, account types etc.  

b) Application environment:  

 In general, Application environment consist of the application servers that host the different 

 Ch 5 – Core Banking Systems 
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core banking systems like Flex Cube, Bank Mate etc. and is centrally used by different 

banks. The access to these application servers will generally be routed through a firewall. 

Enterprise Security Architecture & Security Solution:  

 To ensure security; proxy servers, firewalls, intrusion detection systems are used to protect 

the network from any malicious attacks and to detect any unauthorized network entries.  

c) To ensure secure network configuration:  

 proper usage of routers, hubs and switches should be envisaged.  

 Periodic assessment and testing are carried out to assess the vulnerability and identify the 

weaknesses.  

d) Connectivity to the Corporate Network and the Internet:  

 Network administration also plays a very significant role in core banking systems. There 

should be adequate bandwidth to deal with the volume of transactions so as to prevent 

slowing down and resulting in lower efficiency. 

e) Data Centre and Disaster Recovery Centre:  

 The core banking systems consists of a Data Centre which includes various application 

servers, database servers, web servers etc. and various other technological components. 

The bank should adopt full-fledged documentation and prepare necessary manuals 

dealing with the disaster recovery procedures. Arrangements for alternate connectivity of 

the banks with the data center should be established whenever there is a disruption in the 

primary connectivity.  

f) Online Transaction monitoring for fraud risk management: 

 Risk evaluations are carried out and considering the risk profile and other regulatory 

requirements of the bank, effective monitoring should be done as a part of managing fraud 

risk management.  

 There are also methods that facilitate fraud reporting in CBS environment. Proper alert 

system should be enabled to identify any changes in the log settings and the audit logs 

pertaining to user actions are captured. 

2) CBS Risks, Security Policy & Controls 

(Addition in Operational Risk)  
 

Before Amendment –  

 Operational Risk: It is defined as a risk arising from direct or indirect loss to the bank which 

could be associated with inadequate or failed internal process, people and systems. 

Operational risk necessarily excludes business risk and strategic risk. The components of 

operational risk include transaction processing risk, information security risk, legal risk, 

compliance risk and people risk. 

 People risk arises from lack of trained key personnel, tampering of records, unauthorized 

access to dealing rooms and nexus between front and back end offices. Processing risk 
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arises because faulty reporting of important market developments to the bank 

management may also occur due to errors in entry of data for subsequent bank 

computations. Legal Risk arises because of the treatment of clients, the sale of products, or 

business practices of a bank. There are countless examples of banks being taken to court 

by disgruntled corporate customers, who claim they were misled by advice given to them 

or business products sold. Contracts with customers may be disputed. 

After Amendment –  

 It is defined as a risk arising from direct or indirect loss to the bank which could be 

associated with inadequate or failed internal process, people and systems.  

 For example- Inadequate audits, improper management, i n e f f e c t i v e  internal control 

procedures etc. Operational risk necessarily excludes business risk and strategic risk.  

 The components of operational risk include transaction processing risk, information 

security risk, legal risk, compliance risk and people risk. 

a) Transaction Processing Risk  

arises because faulty reporting of important market developments to the bank 

management may also occur due to errors in entry of data for subsequent bank 

computations. 

b) Information Security Risk  

comprises the impacts to an organization and its stakeholders that could occur due to the 

threats and vulnerabilities associated with the operation and use of information systems 

and the environments in which those systems operate.  

Data breaches can cost a bank its reputation, customers can lose time and money 

and above all their confidential information. 

c) Legal Risk  

arises because of the treatment of clients, the sale of products, or business practices of a 
bank. There are countless examples of banks being taken to court by disgruntled 
corporate customers, who claim they were misled by advice given to them or 
business products sold. Contracts with customers may be disputed.  

Compliance Risk is exposure to legal penalties, financial penalty and material loss 
an organization faces when it fails to act in accordance with industry laws and 
regulations, internal policies or prescribed best practices. 

People Risk arises from lack of trained key personnel, tampering of records, 
unauthorized access to dealing rooms and nexus between front and back end offices. 
 


